Increase Your Driving "App"-titude!

- Download an app to your phone that can help you drive less distracted!

- Distracted driving apps can:
  - Silence incoming calls and texts but keep features like GPS on
  - Reply to texts & play a special voicemail to tell others you're driving
  - Automatically activate when your vehicle reaches a certain speed
  - Monitor teens' driving and send alerts to parents

- Apps that are available:
  - Drive Mode
  - Drive First
  - Safety Go
  - Zoomsafer
  - Live 2 txt
  - Drivesmart

Get Your Driving in "Tip"-Top Shape!

- Finish eating & grooming before hitting the road
- Secure all pets, passengers, & possessions when you get in the car
- Figure out directions and any traffic alerts before driving
- Ask passengers to change the radio, take a call, or text for you
- Save serious discussions with your passengers for later
- If you must take a call, pull over first
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